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Abstract 
In the time of big data, it is a difficulty to be solved for encouraging the 

strong growth of the Internet and the Internet+, caring the information 

protection of individuals, institutions and countries. Therefore, this 

manuscript creates a mutual finding system of cyber security threats in big 

data. Initially, it explains the record group model of Flume, the data store of 

Kafka, and the data procedure of Esper; then it plans one-to-many record 

compilation, reliable data store, CEP data procedure using incident query and 

event model corresponding. Future implementation of this structure results 

good consistency and high competence. Furthermore, this system 

implementation also results recompense of low cost and bendy operation. 
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1. Introduction 

Now-a-days, there is a huge development in the Internet as well as Internet 

users which in turn increases the rapid growth of electronic commerce, IT 

Finance, Internet industry etc(Internet+), Hence more attackers appears which 

imposes threats on cyber security. According to the report published by 

Akamai, about the internet development security in the third quarter of 2015, 

Cyber security threats increased , various data leakages and cyber attacks are 

continued to emerge, particularly DDoS(Distributed Denial of Service) attacks 

are increased to huge extent(i.e. upto 180%) which creates a record. Report also 

specifies if DDoS attacks increased continuously then it may paralyze core 

router of network operators. Moreover, cyber attacks will cause serious and 

significant consequences such as loss of income, damage to reputation and 

information systems, and stealing of private data or customer sensitive data. 

Especially in the era of big data, there is a massive attack on the data generated 

at every moment, and traditional systems are to be overwhelmed in dealing with 

these attacks. However, the big data technology is widely applied to other 

industries, and it is just begun to use in the security industry. Therefore, it will 

be a development trend to detect the cyber security threats by virtue of the big 

data technology. For instance, Zuech R et al. introduced the specific issues of 

big heterogeneous data fusion, heterogeneous intrusion detection architectures, 

and security information and event management (SIEM) systems from many 

different heterogeneous sources. 

There are five models used in big data technology to process the data: a 

centralized online real-time analysis complex event processing model which is 

called Esper[6][7] proposed by Giuseppe Antonio Di Luna et al; a distributive 

and batch processing model which is called Hadoop[4] proposed by Dong 

Cutting et al; a distributive and real-time analysis model which is called 

Agilis[1][11] proposed by Leonardo Aniello and Roberto Baldoni et al; a 

distributive fault-tolerant online real-time analysis model which is called 

Storm[10][13] proposed by Nathan Marz's et al; a distributive multi-iteration 

batch processing model which is called Spark[12] proposed by Michael 

Armbrust et al. These big data processing models provide a good technical 

support for the detection of cyber security threat. However, these models are 

only data processing models and cannot be used as a complete set of 

independent security threat detection system. Therefore, it is very necessary to 

construct a security threat detection system by utilizing the big data processing 

model. 

Any attack on the Internet has a certain law, and it needs to use a certain 

technology to discover. Diane Staheli et al. proposed a collaborative 

investigation system-- CARINA, using collaborative data analysis and 

discovery techniques to provide better decisions for network analysis [14]. It 

believes in Axiom 6 in that "A relationship always exists between the Attacker 
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and their Victim(s) even it is distant, fleeting, or indirect." Hence, a rule for 

detecting the attack is fabricated according to the relationship, and the 

relationship between the attacker and the victim is found out according to the 

attack rules. Moreover, Esper engine is a data processing model for processing 

the data according to the attack rules. Therefore, this paper constructs a 

collaborative detection system of cyber security threats in big data by using the 

Esper engine as the data processing model, the Flume as the reliable highly 

available massive log collection, aggregation and transmission and the Kafka as 

the data cache. 

2. Related Works 

A. Flume 

For effective Collecting, Aggregating and Broadcasting large amount of log 

data, Flume is a predictable and highly available system, produced by Apache. 

[2] The basis for its operation is Agent, which is chosen as the minimum 

independent operation unit, and Event is used as a core unit of data processing. 

Each Agent consists of three basic components: Source, Channel and Sink. 

From external resources, Source collects an event, converts into some precise 

format and then sends this event into a single or multiple channels. It produces 

different methods to gather data from data sources, such as Request Procedure 

Call, console, text, syslog, exec, etc. 

As a Broadcasting channel, Channel stores the Event send by the Source until 

Event has been taken by Sink. It provides many Channel types, such as Memory 

Channel, File Channel, Java Database Connectivity Channel etc. 

As a data receiver, Sink acquires the Event from the Channel, performs the data 

persistence for the event (for instance, the event is stored into file systems, 

databases, or submitted to the remote server) or sends the Event into another 

Source. It also provides many data receiving modes, such as console, RPC, text, 

HDFS, syslog TCP, etc. 

Flume makes an event flow from Source to channel and then to Sink by using 

this three components. It provides three models: one-to-one, one-to-many, 

many-to-one. Moreover, for the same Agent, Source and Sink are asynchronous. 

 

B. Kafka 

Kafka is a distributed creates-subscribe messaging system which is having high 

output. It has the following characteristics: [3] 

1) Fastness: A single Kafka node can handle hundreds of mega bytes per 

second from thousands of customers. 

2) Scalability: It allows single cluster to be played as a key role of data for 

large institutions, and the expansion can be performed flexibly and 
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transparently without the downtime. The data stream is divided and 

dispersed into the cluster, which makes the data flow larger than the 

capacity of any one machine and achieves the cluster coordination. 

3) Persistence: To overcome data loss messages are stored in a disk and 

reproduced in the cluster. Without any change in the performance each 

node can handle one million Mega bytes. 

4) Distribution: Kafka is a current cluster center which provides robustness 

and fault tolerance. 

It contains of three components i.e. Producer, Consumer and Broker. Producer 

is a message publisher. It generates and sends the data to Broker; Consumer is a 

message subscriber, it receives and then process the data from a Broke; Broker 

is a message storage array, the performance is enhanced because of not 

maintaining the data consumption state. In addition, the three components carry 

out the coordination of requests and forwarding through the Zookeeper [5] [8]. 

Zookeeper is a distributed coordination service of applications, which is based 

on the Fast Paxos [9]. It generates a leader through the election, and only the 

leader can submit the proposer. 

 

C. Esper 

Esper is a flow of data processing method for Complex Event Processing 

(CEP), it has the following features: [6]  

1) By using Event Processing Language (EPL) queries of memory database 

complex events are processed. It has better processing and query 

performance when compared with traditional relational database. 

2) Event is handled by using two mechanisms. State Machine is used to 

implement event mode matching based on the expression. The event 

processing method is to match the event expected to exist, the absent 

event or the combination of events; and the query of the event flow is 

implemented through the EPL statement. Filter, Slip window, 

aggregation, joint analysis is the functions of event processing. The EPL 

adopts the view to put the constructed data into one event flow and to 

drive the flow of the data; and the data is processed during the data flow 

process to obtain a final needed result. 

3) It provides many data processing methods: POJOS (Plain Old Java 

Objects), MAP, SOCKET, XML, etc. 

4) 500 thousand events are handled per second and reaches 70Mbps input 

flow rate 

5) When a new threat arrives, detection logic is automated dynamically by 

deleting/integrating SQL query statements. 

6) The overhead is low. 

The pattern of Esper is a rule that is composed of atomic events and operators. The 

atomic events are customized events, and the pattern operators are of 4 types: 
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1) 1) Repetition operators: every, every-distinct,      [num] and until 

2) Logical operators: and, or, not 

3) Order operator: -> (followed by) 

4) Event lifecycle operators: timer: within, timer: within max, while-

expression 

The pattern operators are similar to other operators and also have the priority. 

According to the priority of the pattern operators, the pattern expression "a->b" 

refers to that if occurrence of an event b on the right side follows the occurrence 

of an event a on the left side, it enters an Esper engine. The pattern expression 

"every a->b" means that once an event B enters, all events A before the event B 

are matched, and if it succeeds in matching, it enters the Esper engine. 

The atomic events are combined into different expressions by using the pattern 

operators so as to form different patterns, and the correlation between the events 

is explored according to the patterns. 

3. Design of Mutual Detection of Threat 

In the mutual threat detection architecture, the data dispensation is mostly 

divided into five stages: data source, data collection, data cache, data 

processing, and data storage. The data source is diverse network data packets 

broadcasted on the network; the data collection is to only handle and filter the 

network packets, and is used as the creator of Kafka  to create data; the data 

cache is to organize the Broker by asset of Zookeeper, so that the data collection 

rate is reliable with the data dispensation rate, and it supplies the consistency of 

the data; the data dispensation  is used as the customer of Kafka to consume the 

data during the EPL query and model of Esper Engine, and it activates the 

listening for the incident identical the prototype; the data storage is to steadily 

store the data in the phase of data collection and data processing, and to give the 

data for off-line study and arrangement. The essential replica of the mutual risk 

detection structural design is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1: Shows mutual threat detection architecture 
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4. Conclusion 

In order to promote healthy and safe development of the Internet+, this paper 

constructs a collaborative detection system for detecting the threats to the cyber 

security in big data by using the technology of big data. 

Firstly, it introduces the involved technologies -- the format of pacp packets, the 

log collection components of Flume, the characteristics and data collection 

components of Kafka middleware, the memory database, the event stream query 

mechanism and the pattern matching mechanism of Esper, and the attack type 

of DDoS. Secondly, it designs the data flow for parsing the network packets, the 

one-to-many log collection model of Flume, the consistent data caching of 

Kafka and the CEP data processing of Esper, and also designs the overall 

architecture model of the collaborative threat detection. 

5. Future Work 

With the development of Internet+, the big data technology and the big data 

infrastructures, the research on the collaborative detection of cyber security 

threats in big data will become a hotspot. Especially as the emergence of the 

online transaction such as the E-bank and the online payment, due to vast 

number of users, vast amount, and a huge number of transactions, it is very 

important to perform the collaborative detection of cyber security threats in big 

data. Therefore, the data collection content, the data processing methods and the 

data storage forms will still be the future research direction. Implementation and 

Testing of the above model will be implemented in future. 
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